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financial partnership with the Synod of the Rocky Mountains. 

When 65 attendees gathered for “Being Leaders: Living into 
Your Call” Saturday, February 28, 2015, at 1st Presbyterian 
Church of Brighton, they were grateful for the clear, crisp 
weather that did not include snow. They left the event under 
those same clear skies equipped with new insights and skills 
for leading their congregations in this time of change. 
 

James Gale, Coordinator of Theocademy from the Synod of 
Mid America began by asking the group to identify the  
qualities and skills of good leaders, both secular and sacred. 
The ultimate difference between the two categories was  
identified as a goal of building a personal kingdom versus 
building God’s Kingdom. With that distinction in mind, the 
group watched “Being Leaders,” lesson 2 of Theocademy’s 
Lessons for Ruling Elders and Deacons. Following the brief 
video, James led an interactive session to insure that the  
audience understood the key elements in the video. He  
emphasized the need for open communication in the Johari 
Window and how the cycle of change creates consequences 
to which leaders must respond with resilience. One person 
commented: “The content and presentation were very inter-
esting and interactive . . . I learned a lot.” 
 

Following a brief break, the group separated into randomly 
assigned small groups with designated leaders to discuss  
scenarios commonly addressed by sessions applying the  
lessons about communication, change, consequences, 
boundaries and resilience. Afterwards, James led the final  
debriefing discussion. One participant summed up this way: 
“[It was] nice to sit with others at breakouts and meet people 
from other churches. James was great at moderating and 
bringing the topic back together.” 
 

The entire event was enhanced by the gracious hospitality of 
1st Presbyterian Church of Brighton. Fruit and breakfast  
pastries along with coffee, tea and water greeted everyone 
upon arrival. A full lunch concluded the morning’s activities. 
“Food was great. Awesome greeters.” wrote one church  
leader. Apparently, the only thing missing was a “chocolate 
fountain” according to another leader. 
 

Others asked for more content. That’s a request that can  
easily be filled when they download the free Theocademy  
videos and study guides from the website address provided. 


